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Summary 
 
Techniques exist which utilize anisotropic seismic 
attributes to generate maps of fracture intensity and 
orientation, but substantial interest remains in extending the 
method to determine additional fracture properties and fluid 
saturation. It is suggested that measurement of frequency 
dependent properties could aid this process.  We perform a 
synthetic study with a recently derived model for frequency 
dependent anisotropy. Three factors influence the 
frequency response; the reflection coefficients themselves, 
attenuation within the fractured layer and azimuth-
dependent tuning. Strong dependence on the petrophysical 
parameters of interest is seen. Gas saturation tends to give 
large frequency anomalies since the low fluid bulk modulus 
gives rise to increased attenuation and velocity dispersion. 
 
Introduction 
 
In recent years the theory of seismic anisotropy has been 
successfully applied to the problem of fracture detection. 
Maps of fracture orientation and intensity have been 
produced based on azimuthal variation of P-wave attributes 
(Li et al., 2003). It would nevertheless be desirable to 
extend these techniques to be able to infer a wider range of 
fracture and fluid properties. One possibility which has 
been advanced for achieving this end is the use of 
frequency dependent anisotropy. In this paper we carry out 
a systematic modeling study to determine the feasibility of 
using frequency dependent azimuthal amplitude analysis to 
determine additional petrophysical parameters. We find 
that the seismic signature of these effects is surprisingly 
strong, and we are encouraged by the potential of the 
method. 
 
Theory 
 
Traditionally, seismic anisotropy has been modeled under 
one of two assumptions; either the low frequency 
conditions of the Brown-Korringa approach or the high 
frequency, but long wavelength, conditions of the Hudson 
style approach. Chapman (2003) gave a model valid for 
intermediate frequencies which reproduced the two 
traditional approaches in the low and high frequency limits. 
Maultzsch et al. (2003) demonstrated that this model was 
sufficient to explain observed frequency dependence of 
shear-wave splitting in VSP data and argued that an 
indication of fracture size could consequently be derived 
from the data. Schoenberg and Protazio (1992) gave a 
systematic technique for calculating reflection coefficients 
for anisotropic materials and this was extended to the 

frequency dependent case by Chapman and Liu (2003) who 
argued that the PP reflection coefficient was influenced by 
important petrophysical parameters such as permeability 
and fracture size, and could itself exhibit pronounced 
frequency dependence. It is nevertheless important to carry 
out a full synthetic study to assess the influence of these 
parameters on the seismic response. 
 
Synthetic seismograms for layered media whose properties 
are described by frequency dependent effective medium 
theories are calculated by an extension of the anisotropic 
reflectivity method. This is encoded in a modified form of 
the ANISEIS software package (Taylor, 1990). 
 
Example 1 
 
We begin  by illustrating the theory with a simple example 
in which the reflections are induced by fluid substitution 
and the introduction of a fracture set alone. Mavko et al. 
(1998) gave the properties of an “average” water saturated 
sandstone as a P-wave velocity of 4090 m/s, S -wave 
velocity of 2410 m/s and a density of 2.37 g/cc. We 
consider a half-space of this material with a layer of 
thickness 200 m inserted 500m below the surface. This 
layer is considered to consist of the same average sandstone 
containing an aligned set of vertical fractures of density 
0.1, with the elastic properties calculated according to the 
model of Chapman (2003). The “squirt-flow frequency” 
was assumed to be 20 kHz. For purposes of illustration we 
use a 100 Hz Ricker wavelet. We will consider the cases in 
which the fractured layer is both water and gas saturated. 
 
Top reflection coefficient  
 
We calculated a wide range of synthetic seismograms to 
investigate whether fracture size variations can be expected 
to give rise to changes which are visible on the 
seismogram. In general, the effect is large enough to be 
seen; in Figure 1 we show the top reflection for propagation 
parallel to the fractures with an incidence angle of 45 
degrees, for different fracture radii. Substantial dependence 
of the amplitude on the fracture size can be seen. 
 
In general, we find that which direction is higher amplitude 
and which lower amplitude depends on the fracture size 
parameter and frequency. For intermediate fracture sizes 
this effect can be seen from an inspection of the spectra of 
the reflections in opposite directions. Figure 2 shows an 
example for a reflection with incidence angle of 30 degrees. 
For low frequencies the reflection for waves traveling 
parallel to the fractures has the higher amplitude, but this is 
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reversed for higher frequencies. This effect was discussed 
by Chapman and Liu (2003), who demonstrated that the 
crossing point was controlled by fracture size and 
permeability. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The frequency response is strongly influenced by fluid 
saturation. The decrease in fluid-bulk modulus when gas 
replaces water is expected to lead to an increase in 
attenuation and velocity dispersion. To illustrate this we 
investigate the effect of changing the fluid bulk modulus 
from that of water to that of gas. Inspection of the synthetic 
seismograms leads us to the conclusion that reflections 
from the gas saturated layer tend to be high amplitude but 
low frequency.  In Figure 3 we show an example of the 
predicted behaviour. This is best illustrated by plotting the 
ratio of the two spectra, and a clear decrease in the relative 
reflectivity with frequency can be observed. This effect is 
similar in character to the “low-frequency shadow” 
discussed by Castagna et al. (2003) and the low-frequency 
effects reported by Korneev et al. (2004). We find that the 
boost to the low frequency amplitudes in the presence of 
gas is a rather general feature which exists across a wide 
range of azimuths and angles of incidence. 

 
Attenuation in the fractured layer 
 
For a 200m thick fractured layer we can clearly identify 
separate top and base reflections. The base reflection 
coefficient is also frequency dependent in general, but in 
this case there is a further effect due to attenuation during 
passage through the fractured layer. This attenuation is 
predicted to vary with both polar and azimuthal angle, with 
the highest attenuation occurring for propagation 
perpendicular to the fractures. As such the attenuation can 
either reinforce or cancel amplitude variations arising from 
azimuthal dependence of the reflection coefficient. The 
attenuation appears as a preferential decline in the high 
frequency amplitudes of the wave traveling perpendicular 
to the fractures; Figure 4 shows an example. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Azimuth-dependent tuning 
 
As we consider thinner layers, the reflections from the top 
and base of the fractured layer begin to interfere. As the 
fractured layer is anisotropic, this interference depends on 
azimuth, so we see azimuthal variation in the spectra of the 
reflections even when the elastic properties of the fractured 
layer are frequency independent. This is the azimuth-
dependent tuning effect of Schoenberg et al. (1999). We 
calculated synthetics for a range of layer thicknesses, with 
the properties of the fractured layer itself chosen so as to 
give frequency independent properties. When the fractured 
layer is very thin the frequency response does not vary 
azimuthally. Thicker layers cause systematic variations, 
and the high and low amplitude directions can once again 
change over as frequency increases. For still thicker layers 
the interference of the reflections is visible on the 
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Figure 1: Reflected P-waves for an angle of incidence 
of 45 degrees and propagation parallel to the fractures 
for a fracture radius of (from the left) 1m, 10cm, 1cm, 
1mm. 

Figure 2: Spectra for reflected P-waves for an angle of 
incidence of 30 degrees parallel and perpendicular to the 
fractures. 
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synthetics and we find notches in the spectra. Figure 5 
illustrates these types of behaviour, for layer thickenesses 
of 10m, 15m and 25m. The angle of incidence is 45 
degrees. 
 
Example 2 
 
Sayers and Rickett (1997) considered a number of models 
representing sandstone reservoirs encased in shale. We 
repeat their analysis to determine whether frequency effects 
are to be expected in the more complicated cases which 
they consider. As noted by Chapman and Liu (2003), the 
reflection coefficients for the class I model 1are strongly 
frequency dependent. The conclusions from our Example 1 
largely  carry over for this case. For model 3 of Sayers and 
Rickett (1997) it turns out that the reflection coefficient 
itself varies only weakly with frequency, but we are still 
able to see the effects of attenuation and tuning in the 
synthetics. 
 
Conclusions 
 
We have performed a systematic synthetic study to 
investigate the effect of an anisotropic layer with frequency 
dependent properties embedded in an isotropic elastic 
halfspace. The effect of the fracture size parameter is 
surprisingly strong and is clearly visible on the synthetics. 
Three factors influence the frequency response; the 
reflection coefficients themselves, azimuthal variation of 
attenuation in the fractured layer and azimuth-dependent 
tuning when the fractured layer is thin. Our calculations 
suggest that the effect of the frequency dependent reflection 
coefficient is at least of comparable importance to that of 
attenuation and tuning. The introduction of gas tends to 
increase the scope for frequency dependent behaviour. We 
show that frequency dependent effects are to be expected 
over a wide range of possible models, and we believe that 
the potential exists to exploit this behaviour to enhance our 
interpretation of fracture properties. 
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Figure 4: Reflected P-wave spectra for an angle of 
incidence of 30 degrees both parallel and normal to the 
fractures. 
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Figure 5: Reflected P-wave spectra for 
propagation normal and parallel to the fractures 
for a layer thickness of 10m (top left), 15m (top 
right) and 25 m (bottom left), assuming 
frequency independent rock properties. Angle 
of incidence is 45 degrees. 

Figure 3:  P-wave with angle of incidence 30 degrees propagating normal to the fractures saturated 
with water and gas; synthetic seismograms (left), spectra (top right) and ratio of spectra (bottom right). 
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